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            	Find out more about the latest deals and events.
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                                            Wedding Showcase at Jewel
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Tour Changi Airport's stunning venues for your dream wedding and sample delights from our F&B partners. Enjoy exclusive promotions and perks too! 
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                                            Offset your carbon footprint with Changi
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Take flight towards a carbon neutral future together!  
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                                            Changi 1st: Guerlain Orchidée Impériale Gold Nobile Pop-up
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Guerlain is revealing its new-generation age-defying skincare: Orchidée Impériale Gold Nobile.
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                                            Join the Great Changi Appscapade
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about how you can win 4 business class air tickets and other instant prizes!
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                                            The Courage to Dream
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Journey through time and discover untold stories about the founding of Changi Airport.
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            DEALS FOR YOU

            
            	From Changi Exclusives and unique experiences, to amazing dining and shopping deals, there is something for everyone.
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                                            PROMOTION
                                        

                                        
                                            Free Parking
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Enjoy 2 hours of free parking when you shop & dine at Changi Airport!
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                                            PROMOTION
                                        

                                        
                                            Save 15% on iShopChangi!
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Enjoy 15% off your duty-free purchase at iShopChangi with promocode <SPRING15>. Only for Travellers
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                                            PROMOTION
                                        

                                        
                                            S$60 Worth of Shop & Dine Deals Weekly
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Enjoy attractive deals when you shop and dine at Changi Airport and Jewel. New deals are released every Monday!
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                                            PROMOTION
                                        

                                        
                                            Luxury shopping at tax-absorbed prices! 
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Discover a selection of designer pieces picked just for you by our Shopping Concierge — all without flying.
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    

                    


					

                

                
                

                

                
                

            

        

    








   



    
        

        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY

                                
                                    Make your holiday seamless and book your flights, car and hotel with us!
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                                                You are now leaving Changi Airport Group's website and about to head to a third party site. We have no control over it's content or availability and do not assume responsibility for any transactions that may occur.
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                    We want you to have an enjoyable experience!

Cookies are used on this site for various reasons such as to understand how the site is used and how you interact with the site so that we can offer you an enhanced and personalised experience. You can find out more in our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy.



            

        

    

    
    
    

    




                
	









    
    







    

    


                

            
		

        
          
            
              
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                      

                    

                  

                

              
            

          

        

        
    